
Unit 1 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 addiction a strong desire to have something regularly noun

2 advertise to persuade someone to buy something verb

3 battle a fight noun

4 cut down to reduce phrase

5 drug a chemical substance that affects the body noun

6 efficient not wasting time or energy adjective

7 facilities places or buildings used for particular activities noun

8 obvious easy to see or understand adjective

9 recommend to suggest verb

10 store to keep something verb

11 continent a piece of land consisting of countries noun

12 crop a plant grown in large amounts noun

13 flavor how something tastes noun

14 historic relating to the past adjective

15 produce to make; to create verb

16 quality a feature or characteristic of something noun

17 scale the size or extent of something noun

18 seed the part of a plant from which a new plant grows noun

19 suggest to put forward an idea verb

20 variety a range of different types noun
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Unit 2 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 apparently according to something adverb

2 aware realizing or knowing that something exists adjective

3 complex
having  many  parts  and  being  difficult  to
understand

adjective

4 curiously
in a way that shows you want to learn or know
more about something

adverb

5 experience to have something happen to you or affect you verb

6 interact to spend time together and communicate verb

7 record
to  store sounds so that  they can be listened to
again

verb

8 season a particular period of time during the year noun

9 single only one adjective

10 unknown having no information about adjective

11 accurate correct adjective

12 aspect one part of something noun

13 combination
a  situation  in  which  two  or  more  things  are
joined together

noun

14 create to make something new verb

15 cultural
relating to  the ideas  or  customs of  a  particular
society

adjective

16 evolve to develop and change over a long period of time verb

17 exchange
the  act  of  giving  something  and  receiving
something else

noun

18 human a person noun

19 impact an effect or a change noun

20 standard regular and usual noun
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Unit 3 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 analyze to look at or think about something carefully verb

2 attached connected adjective

3 cause to make something happen verb

4 conduct to carry out an activity verb

5 effective successful and working well adjective

6 infection a disease caused by bacteria or a virus noun

7 injury
damage to a body part caused by an accident or
attack

noun

8 murder the crime of killing someone noun

9 offer to provide something that is needed or wanted verb

10 take control of to obtain power over something phrase

11 attack
to  use  violence  to  hurt  someone  or  damage
something

verb

12 beneath under something preposition

13 chase to quickly follow something in order to catch it verb

14 cruelly in an unkind way adverb

15 enable to help make something possible verb

16 flee to quickly leave a dangerous place verb

17 frozen hardened because of the cold adjective

18 indicate to suggest or show something to be true verb

19 leader the person who directs or controls something noun

20 likely probably adverb
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Unit 4 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 approve to officially accept something verb

2 ceremony an important social or religious event noun

3 craft
an  activity  that  involves  using  skills  to  make
things with your hands

noun

4 diverse very different from each other adjective

5 identity the qualities and attitudes of a group of people noun

6 promote to help something to develop or increase verb

7 site
a place where something important or interesting
happened

noun

8 symbol something that represents a particular idea noun

9 wedding a marriage ceremony noun

10 wrap to cover something with paper or cloth verb

11 accept to take something that someone offers verb

12 basis
the things or ideas from which something can be
developed

noun

13 convince to persuade someone to do something verb

14 ensure to make certain that something will happen verb

15 inspire to give someone the idea for something verb

16 publicity the attention that something gets from the media noun

17 remind to make someone remember something verb

18 respect the belief that someone or something is important noun

19 series several things of the same kind noun

20 violence
behavior involving physical force to hurt a person
or thing

noun
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Unit 5 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 arrange to put things in a particular order or position verb

2 continue to keep doing something verb

3 contribution the help that you give to something noun

4 credit
approval  or  praise  given  to  someone  for
something they have done

noun

5 debt money that is owed to other people noun

6 display
to put something in a place where people can
see it

verb

7 extraordinary very unusual or surprising adjective

8 major very large or important adjective

9 notice to realize that something exists verb

10 talent the ability to do something well noun

11 access the way of reaching a place noun

12 collection a set of similar things that are kept together noun

13 entire whole; all of something adjective

14 eventually after a long time adverb

15 individual single; separate adjective

16 preparation
the  process  of  getting  things  ready  for  a
particular event

noun

17 productive achieving or producing a lot adjective

18 remote far from towns or places where people live adjective

19 remove to take something away from somewhere verb

20 soften to become less hard or rough verb
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Unit 6 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 brilliant very bright adjective

2 chemical a substance produced by a chemical process noun

3 conservation the protection of the environment noun

4 construct to build something verb

5 negative harmful or bad adjective

6 occupy to stay somewhere verb

7 pollution the process of making the environment dirty noun

8 release to let a substance flow out verb

9 remarkable special and amazing adjective

10 shallow not deep adjective

11 bite to use your teeth to cut or chew something verb

12 confusion the state of not understanding something well noun

13 flow to move in a steady continuous stream verb

14 force
the amount of physical power something has
when it moves or hits something

noun

15 frightening causing fear or anxiety adjective

16 gather to collect things and put them together verb

17 horror a strong feeling of shock and fear noun

18 inaccurate not completely correct adjective

19 tempting seems very good and people want to have it adjective

20 victim someone who has been attacked or harmed noun
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Unit 7 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 assume to accept something is true without evidence verb

2 claim to say that something is true verb

3 considerable quite a lot adjective

4 dominate to control something verb

5 export to sell goods to another country verb

6 handle to deal with verb

7 industry a particular business or trade noun

8 invest to put effort or money into something verb

9 predictable able to be known or foretold adjective

10 prevent to stop something from happening verb

11 attitude
the  opinions  or  feelings  you  have  about
something

noun

12 authority someone who knows a lot about something noun

13 budget
the  money that  is  available  for  a  particular
purpose

noun

14 celebrity someone who is famous noun

15 derive to obtain from verb

16 distinctively
in a way that is special, different, and easy to
recognize

adverb

17 emphasis special attention or importance noun

18 guard to protect something verb

19 obtain to get something verb

20 profits
money gained by doing business, after costs
are subtracted

noun
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Unit 8 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 admire to look at something and be impressed by it verb

2 consider to think of something in a particular way verb

3 informal relaxed; friendly; unofficial adjective

4 journal
a  written  record  of  all  the  things  that  happen
each day

noun

5 objective something that someone is trying to achieve noun

6 observation
something that  someone notices  or  sees  when
watching something

noun

7 perceive to notice, see, or recognize something verb

8 permission the approval to do something noun

9 undertake to attempt or take charge of something verb

10 voyage a long journey in a ship or spacecraft noun

11 abandon to leave a place permanently verb

12 belongings the things someone owns noun

13 consent
to give permission for something or agree to do
something

verb

14 finance to provide money to pay for something verb

15 intention a plan or desire to do something noun

16 misfortune a bad or unlucky thing that happens to someone noun

17 prior happening before something else adjective

18 regard to look at or think of something in a certain way verb

19 translate to change words into a different language verb

20 wisdom
knowledge and good sense or judgment gained
from life experiences

noun
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Unit 9 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 conclude
to  decide  that  something  is  true  after
considering all information

verb

2 deal with to manage; to handle phrase

3 excitement the feeling of being happy, interested, or eager noun

4 go through to endure; to experience phrase

5 intense very strong adjective

6 pleasure the feeling of happiness or enjoyment noun

7 realize to know and understand something verb

8 reward
a benefit you get for doing something good or
helpful

noun

9 risk
a possibility  of something bad,  unpleasant,  or
dangerous happening

noun

10 upgrade
to make something better and able to do more
things

verb

11 admit to unwillingly agree that something is true verb

12 adopt to legally become the caregiver of someone verb

13 boundary
the point at which one thing stops and another
thing starts

noun

14 coincidence
when something happens at  the same time or
place, or to the same people

noun

15 colleague a person you work with noun

16 divorce to legally end your marriage to someone verb

17 genetic
relating  to  parts  of  cells  you  get  from  your
parents that determine how you look and grow

adjective

18 raise to look after your children and help them grow verb

19 severe very bad; very serious adjective

20 tell apart to be able to see the difference between things phrase
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Unit 10 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 absorb to take something in verb

2 consequence
something  that  happens  as  a  result  of
something else

noun

3 crack a very narrow space between two things noun

4 critical serious and worrying adjective

5 exceed
to  be  more  than  a  particular  number  or
amount

verb

6 host to provide the facilities for an event verb

7 shift a change noun

8 slide to move smoothly on a surface verb

9 terrifying very frightening adjective

10 unexpected surprising adjective

11 appeal
a  quality  that  makes  people  like  or  be
attracted to something

noun

12 debate a discussion of an issue with other people noun

13 economic
relating  to  trade,  industry,  and  the
management of money

adjective

14 encourage
to give someone the courage and confidence
to do something

verb

15 exception
something that does not follow a stated rule
or pattern

noun

16 gathering a meeting with a group of people noun

17 give up to hand over to someone else; to let go of phrase

18 government the group of people who rule a country noun

19 lifestyle the way someone lives noun

20 manage to control or be in charge of something verb
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Unit 11 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 average a typical or common amount of something noun

2 concept
an idea of how something is, or how it should
be done

noun

3 encounter to experience something verb

4 experiment a scientific test noun

5 individual a single person noun

6 media
ways of communicating information or news
to people

noun

7 norm the usual way of doing something noun

8 rely on to trust in phrase

9 researcher someone who finds out information noun

10 volunteer someone who offers to do something for free noun

11 cheat to break the rules (e.g., in a game) verb

12 excuse a reason or explanation for something noun

13 honest
always telling the truth and not cheating or
stealing

adjective

14 justify to give a reason for an action verb

15 lie to deliberately say something that is not true verb

16 participate to take part in an activity or event verb

17 presumably not certainly, but very likely adverb

18 report to give people information about something verb

19 score a result, usually in a test or game noun

20 sum an amount (e.g., of money) noun
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Unit 12 Vocabulary

# Word Definition Japanese Part

1 cliff a high steep side of a mountain noun

2 courage
bravery  when  facing  dangerous  or  difficult
situations

noun

3 engine
the part  of  a  vehicle  that  produces  power to
make it move

noun

4 fantastic extremely good, attractive, or enjoyable adjective

5 motivate
to make someone want to work hard to achieve
something

verb

6 steer to control the direction a vehicle is going in verb

7 thrill
a  sudden  strong  feeling  of  excitement  and
pleasure

noun

8 tightly very closely and firmly adverb

9 unlike to be different from adjective

10 wing a part that is used for flying noun

11 block to stop something from moving forward verb

12 conquer to overcome the challenges of something verb

13 depth
the  distance  between  the  top  and  bottom of
something

noun

14 disappointed
unhappy because something you hoped for or
expected did not happen

adjective

15 ease to make easier verb

16 emerge to appear or come out from somewhere verb

17 necessity something that you must have noun

18 out of time to not have enough time phrase

19 relatively fairly, when compared to other things adverb

20 supplies things needed for a particular activity noun
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